We present a multiscale atomistic-to-continuum method for ionic crystals with defects. Defects often play a central role in ionic and electronic solids, not only to limit reliability, but more importantly to enable the functionalities that make these materials of critical importance. Examples include solid electrolytes that conduct current through the motion of charged point defects, and complex oxide ferroelectrics that display multifunctionality through the motion of domain wall defects. Therefore, it is important to understand the structure of defects and their response to electrical and mechanical fields. A central hurdle, however, is that interactions in ionic solids include both short-range atomic interactions as well as long-range electrostatic interactions. Existing atomistic-to-continuum multiscale methods, such as the Quasicontinuum method, are applicable only when the atomic interactions are short-range. In addition, empirical reductions of quantum mechanics to density functional models are unable to capture key phenomena of interest in these materials.
Introduction
Ionic crystals such as solid electrolytes and complex oxides are central to modern technologies for energy storage, sensing, actuation, and other functional applications. Atomic-scale defects often play a central role in these materials, not only to limit reliability, but more importantly to enable the functionalities that make these materials of critical importance. E.g., in solid electrolytes, conduction is mediated by charged point defects [KMA04] ; and in complex oxide ferroelectrics, functionality is mediated by planar domain wall defects, and loss of functionality often occurs when domain walls are "pinned" by charged oxygen vacancy point defects [Sco00] . A fundamental understanding of these materials therefore requires an accounting of the atomic-level structure of the defects. This poses a multiscale problem: atomiclevel resolution is required at the defect, while complex geometries and boundary conditions require the modeling of a large specimen.
While defects play a critical role in determining properties, they occupy a tiny volume of the lattice; an exceedingly large fraction of the crystal is close-to-perfect. This feature is exploited in most leading atomistic multiscale methods such as the Quasicontinuum (QC) method [TM05, MT09] : typically, an adaptive coarse-graining is used with atomic resolution in the vicinity of the defect and a coarse-grained description further away as the crystal tends to a perfect lattice. Another important aspect of the coarsegraining is the use of sampling or quadrature to efficiently evaluate the energy in the coarse-grained region. It is essential that the atomic interactions are short-range to allow the evaluation of the energy at the quadrature points to be efficient. Therefore, existing multiscale methods cannot handle long-range electrostatic/ionic interactions that decay as 1/r, where r is the separation between charges.
A symptom of this difficulty with electrostatic interactions can be observed in standard proofs of the Cauchy-Born (CB) theorem that require the interactions to decay faster than 1/r 3 [FJ00, BLBL02] . Roughly, this implies that the standard CB theorem requires that the charge distribution in each unit cell of the lattice should not have net charge or net dipole character, but only higher-order multipoles. As shown in [JM94] , it is not possible to define a meaningful energy density W (·) in such a setting, i.e., the standard decomposition of the energy used in elasticity E = Ω W (·) dΩ − ∂Ω boundary working is not valid. When long-range electrostatic forces are involved, W (·) does not depend solely on the local value of a field (the strain field in elasticity or the polarization field in electrostatics). Rather, it depends on the electrostatic fields in a nonlocal manner as well as boundary conditions. While not always stated explicitly, some notion of the CB theorem is inherent in most atomistic multiscale formulations.
The restrictions described above on the nature of atomic-level interactions for conventional multiscale methods exclude an extremely large class of materials; essentially, all dielectrics, polarizable solids, and ionic solids. In dielectrics and polarizable solids, the non-vanishing dipole moment in the unit cell is central to the physics of dielectric response, spontaneous polarization. In ionic solids such as ionic conductors, the existence of charged defects is central to enabling conduction. Therefore, it is essential to develop methods that can handle long-range electrostatic interactions.
In this paper, we present a multiscale method that is tailored to allow both short-range atomic interactions as well as long-range electrostatic interactions. Some key features of these interactions are as follows. The short-range atomic interactions can be highly nonlinear and involve complex multibody interactions; however, they are typically restricted to 2nd or 3rd nearest-neighbors in a lattice. The long-range electrostatic interactions have the opposite features: the interactions between charges are entirely pairwise, but the interactions between every pair of charges in the system can be non-negligible. A further important feature is that the short-range and electrostatic contributions to the total energy combine additively. These features enable us to leverage much of the existing work for short-range interactions. In particular, we can use a standard version of the Quasicontinuum method [TSBK99] for the short-range interactions in combination with a method that we develop for efficiently computing the electrostatic interactions.
While the presentation of our method in this paper is largely formal, key aspects build on -and are supported by -rigorous results of James and Müller [JM94] and others following their work, e.g. [SS09] . We note that seminal formal results in this topic were earlier obtained by [Tou56] . While these works deal with point dipoles arranged in a lattice, our focus is on charges; however, due to the fact that the net charge in each unit cell of the lattice is 0, many of the key results carry over largely unchanged, as also noticed previously by [Xia04, PB] . The central idea that we exploit is that a charged lattice can be coarsegrained by introducing a polarization density field. I.e., electrostatic quantities that in principle require the solution of a Poisson problem with a rapidly and almost-periodically oscillating forcing term due to charge density can instead be computed with a much smoother forcing that is related to the polarization density field.
Efficient and accurate methods for interactions in charged systems have a long history in numerical methods. The key challenge is the long-range nature of interactions: in principle, a system of N point charges requires O(N 2 ) calculations. For N of the order required for typical problems of interest today, this is completely infeasible. However, the seminal and beautiful Fast Multipole Method (FMM) of Greengard and Rokhlin [GR87] provided a breakthrough in enabling this in O(N ) calculations with a controlled error. A key strength of the FMM is that the charge distribution can be completely arbitrary and non-uniform; however, this generality also means that the method does not exploit the structure in a given problem. As noted above, in the problems of relevance here, the crystalline structure is lost in the vicinity of the defect, but large parts of the crystal are almost perfect. The FMM, however, is unable to exploit this structure, whereas our method is more tailored (and thereby also less general) and appears to scale almost independent of N asymptotically. Another leading method for atomic-level calculations with electrostatic interactions is the Ewald method (described in e.g. [Tuc08] ). It is restricted to periodic settings and therefore inapplicable to multiscale calculations with defects and complex geometries and boundary conditions. As mentioned above, our coarse-graining of electrostatic interactions is based on the notion of a polarization density field. However, it is well-known, e.g. [RV07] , that the polarization density of a periodic solid depends on the choice of unit cell. At first sight, this is a disturbing observation and much work has been done in the materials physics community on using quantum mechanical notions such as the Berry phase to obtain a unique choice of polarization for a given periodic charge distribution [RV07] . However, an important aspect of that approach is the insistence on starting from an infinite periodic solid. In both the formal calculations presented here, and the related rigorous calculations in the references above, the starting point is a finite periodic solid whose limit behavior is studied. From this "real-space" perspective, the boundaries of the crystal lattice enter naturally into the problem, in sharp contrast to starting from the infinite periodic solid where boundaries are ill-defined. The critical importance of the boundaries is that they, roughly speaking, compensate for the choice of unit cell. I.e., while different unit cell choices lead to different expressions for the polarization density, these also lead to different bound surface charges on the boundaries. When both the bulk bound charge and the surface bound charge are consistently accounted for in the calculations, the electric field and other quantities of relevance to the energy do not depend on the choice of unit cell up to an error that scales with size of the lattice and vanishes in the limit. Therefore, we take the view that a unique choice of unit cell to compute polarization density is unnecessary and any choice of unit cell is -in principle -equally valid. I.e., the polarization is an intermediate coarse-grained quantity, but there is no fundamental physical reason to have a specific choice. In practice, notions of crystal symmetry typically are most useful in selecting a unit cell. Heuristically, this perspective is comparable to the universally-accepted view in continuum mechanics that any reference configuration is -in principle -equally valid. While certain choices of reference configuration can lead to conceptual and algebraic simplifications, there is no fundamental physical preference for any specific choice. What is more relevant is that it is possible to go between different choices with appropriate transformations to the kinematic variables and the energy densities.
The paper is organized as follows.
• In Section 2, we formulate the problem at the atomic level and briefly describe the well-developed QC approach to handle short-range interactions.
• In Section 3, we describe our treatment of the long-range interactions. Formally, we show the appearance of the polarization as an intermediary multiscale quantity to link atomistic charge distributions with coarse-grained fields. We also examine the issue of the choice of unit cell for polarization; accounting consistently for the boundaries for a given unit cell does not affect the coarse-graining.
• In Section 4, we outline the kinematic coarse-graining that follows the complex local QC method [TSBK99] and other aspects of the numerical implementation.
• In Section 5, we outline the model material and its response to a variety of electrical and mechanical loadings.
• In Section 6, we discuss various aspects of the work including open problems for ongoing and future work.
Notation
Throughout the paper, bold lowercase and uppercase letters denote vectors and tensors. The summation convention is not used in this paper. Sums will be explicitly written out to avoid confusion except where stated.
We define L as a Bravais lattice with three independent lattice vectors that make up a unit cell. 
Problem Formulation
We consider a crystal occupying a region Ω, composed of charged species indexed by s, each carrying a fixed charge Q s . The notation of species is used broadly; it refers to ions and electrons, as well as electron "shells" as used in core-shell models [PSA07] . We assume that the charges are all point charges, e.g. nuclei, or that they can be represented through a center of charge as in electron shells. Therefore, the charge distribution ρ(x) is a collection of Dirac masses. The total energy in the body can be written in the form below:
r ij is the vector between charges i and j, and Q s i is the charge carried by ith atom of species s. The function U is the given short-range interatomic potential and can typically involve multibody interactions.
We restrict our attention to zero temperature. Our goal is to find local minimizers of E total to obtain the equilibrium structure subject to applied mechanical and electrostatic loadings. Brute force minimization is infeasible even for the short-range contributions for realistically large systems. This motivated the QC method and related approaches [TM05, MT09] for short-range interactions. We will use the so-called local QC multi-lattice method for the short-range energy largely following [TSBK99] . As noted above, there are two ingredients to this multiscale approach: first, a kinematic condensation of the degrees of freedom using interpolations, and second, efficient calculation of the energy sum by using sampling or quadrature in relatively uniform regions. The term local refers to the fact that we use a sampling approximation everywhere in the specimen including at the defect core where it is likely to be quite inaccurate.
We begin with the species in the reference configuration arranged in a periodic multi-lattice. The unit cell is denoted and the atomic length scale l (Figure 1) . In a perfect lattice with short-range interactions, the energy converges to Ω W (grad x 0 u, ζ s ) dV x 0 . Here, W is the strain energy density, and grad x 0 u and ζ s are the deformation gradient and the "shifts" or relative displacements between lattices [BLBL02, FJ00] . While the expression for W is algebraically involved, it is conceptually simple and comes directly from U . In a perfect multi-lattice, there is a well-defined notion of energy per atom since every atom of a given species is in the same environment. Therefore, it is possible to define an energy density by finding the energy of the atoms in a unit cell and dividing the cell volume, which is precisely W . The energy naturally depends on the shape of the unit cell and the positions of the different species within it, and this information is contained in grad x 0 u and ζ s respectively. The QC method replaces the sum in (2.1) by sampling the energy density W (grad x 0 u, ζ s ) and using appropriate weights. In the more sophisticated formulations of QC, the energy is computed without this approximation in highly-distorted regions such as the vicinity of the defect [KO01] . In the local QC, the approximation is used throughout the specimen, including at the defect. For further details, we refer the reader to recent reviews of the extensive literature on applying QC to materials with short-range interactions [TM05, MT09] .
Electrostatic Interactions
In this section, we describe the formal calculations that enable us to efficiently account for the longrange electrostatic interactions. A key aspect is the appearance of the polarization density as a multiscale mediator. Because our treatment here is formal, we go between charge density fields and point charges as convenient by assuming that our calculations are valid even when the charge density field consists of Dirac masses. Rigorous treatments of many of the key aspects are available in the literature [JM94] and also are the focus of our ongoing work. 
Why the Electrostatic Energy is Long-Range
We construct and examine some simple examples to understand why the electrostatics is denoted "longrange". E.g., the Lennard-Jones potential has interactions that decay as r −6 and these interactions nominally extend to ∞. As we see, there are important differences when the interactions decay as r −1 in electrostatics.
Consider a uniform lattice and 3 cases of charge arrangement within in each unit cell: (i) a charge, (ii) a pair of equal and opposite charges forming a dipole, and (iii) two pairs of equal and opposite charges that form a quadrupole with zero dipole moment (Fig. 2 ). We first consider the lattice of charges. As a rough measure of energy density, we compute the energy of the charge in the chosen unit cell due to its interaction with all the other unit cells in the body. This is the product between the magnitude of the charge in the chosen unit cell with the electrostatic potential created by the rest of the body. The potential due to a charge at a distance r from the chosen unit cell scales as r −1 . Further, at a distance r from the chosen unit cell, we consider a spatial region with the shape of a spherical shell with unit thickness. This shell has volume that scales as r 2 and therefore roughly contains r 2 charges. So the total potential at the chosen unit cell due to the rest of the system is
That is, the energy density of the body is unbounded in the large-body limit. The physical implication of this calculation is that large clusters of unbalanced charges have extremely high-energy and are thus unlikely to be observed in real materials.
Next consider the lattice of dipoles. As a rough measure of energy density, we compute the energy of the dipole in the chosen unit cell due to its interaction with all the other unit cells in the body. This is the product between the magnitude of the dipole in the chosen unit cell with the electrostatic field created by the rest of the body. The electric field due to a dipole at a distance r from the chosen unit cell scales as r −3 . Further, the shell at a distance r again contains roughly r 2 dipoles. So the total electric field at the chosen unit cell due to the rest of the body is
. This sum nominally also tends to infinity. However, the issue is more subtle. The full expression for the electric field due to a unit dipole oriented in the directionn at a position x is E i = j δ ij −3x ixj 4π|x| 3nj . Certain components of the summation have alternating sign, and this leads to conditionally convergent sums, and in general this sum is at the border of convergence / divergence. The physical implication of this calculation is that the energy density of a large collection of dipoles is extremely sensitive to the precise boundary conditions that are imposed far away "at infinity". Alternatively, in a finite body, this says that the energy density at a given point is extremely sensitive to the distribution of dipoles throughout the entire body. This physical implication is the reason to denote electrostatic interactions as "long-range", namely, it is not possible to define a meaningful energy density that depends only on the local state of the crystal. The energy density at a given material point instead requires accounting for the state of the body at every other material point as well as boundary conditions. As we see below, this also poses practical difficulties for standard multiscale algorithms such as QC. This makes these methods inapplicable to an extremely broad class of solids: in all dielectrics, polarizable media, and ionic solids, the non-vanishing dipole moment in the unit cell is central to the physics of dielectric response, spontaneous polarization, and other key electrical properties.
Finally, consider the lattice of quadrupoles. As a rough measure of energy density, we compute the energy of the quadrupole in the chosen unit cell due to its interaction with all the other unit cells in the body. This is the product between the magnitude of the quadrupole in the chosen unit cell with the gradient of the electrostatic field created by the rest of the body. The electric field due to a quadrupole at a distance r from the chosen unit cell scales as r −5 . Further, the shell at a distance r contains again roughly contains r 2 quadrupoles. So the total electric field at the chosen unit cell due to the rest of the body is
This sum converges rapidly. This setting corresponds to the case of metals and other systems with mobile electrons that allow the charge to redistribute itself to "shield" the dipole moment. This leads effectively to short-range interactions: though nominally the interactions are present at all values of r, the rapid convergence of the series allows truncation at finite cut-off without significant error. For this reason, among others, short-range potentials with interactions involving only nearest-and next-nearest-neighbors are sufficiently accurate to model metallic and related systems.
Existing Numerical Approaches to Compute Electrostatic Interactions
The long-range nature of the electrical interactions described above leads to practical hurdles in atomic multiscale computations. Leading methods to handle these interactions are Ewald sums and the Fast Multipole Method (FMM). The Ewald method [GKZ07] assumes perfect periodicity. This is appropriate only for perfect crystals. Approximating defect calculations by periodic supercells has severe artifacts even with purely short-range interactions, a difficulty much more pronounced when interactions are longrange in nature. The fast multipole method (FMM) reduces the problem from O(N 2 ) to O(N ), but is still extremely expensive with atomic multiscale calculations in crystals often as large as N ∼ 10
21 . In addition, the ability of FMM to deal with arbitrary charge distributions also implies that it does not exploit the close-to-uniform distortion away from the defect [BG97] .
For short-range interactions, multiscale atomistic methods such as the QC method borrow ideas of quadrature rules from FEM [TM05, MT09] to evaluate the energy at various sampling/quadrature atoms and then use quadrature weights. This idea depends critically on the energy evaluation at the quadrature point being a fast calculation. This is not a fast calculation if the quadrature charges interact directly with every other charge in the system. Therefore, these multiscale methods are applicable only to materials with short-range interactions. Multiscale QC-based methods for Orbital-Free Density Functional Theory -an empirical simplification of Density Functional Theory for metallic systems -use a continuous charge density rather than discrete point charges, but formally the issues are the same. Roughly, a predictor solution is patched together from the periodic solution in each "element", and then a corrector solution due to the defect is superposed. The efficiency and accuracy of this approach requires that the corrector solution can be coarsely resolved away from the defect [GBO07] . However, in general there is a spatially-varying dipole moment in the specimen and zero dipole in the free space; therefore, the periodic calculation in any element will have large errors because it replaces this complex environment by a charge distribution with uniform dipole density. Consequently, the corrector can require fine resolution over much of the domain, except in settings such as metallic systems with net zero local dipole where they are currently applied.
An alternate approach to accounting for the large number of charge-charge interactions is to rewrite the problem as the electrostatic Poisson equation. However, this will lead to a highly-oscillatory forcing term that fluctuates at the atomic lengthscale while the problem is posed over the entire specimen. Therefore, this does not solve the essential difficulty. While numerical homogenization approaches may be feasible because the forcing close-to-periodic in many regions of the sample, it is not clear how to obtain full resolution in the vicinity of the defect. Further, the Poisson equation can be thought of as a nonlocal constraint that must be appended to (2.1) in the minimization and therefore the essential non-local character remains.
Coarse-Graining the Electrostatic Field Energy
We now consider the coarse-graining of the electrostatic energy. As noted above, we will work with a charge density field ρ and assume that the coarse-graining is also valid for point charges by replacing ρ with appropriate Dirac masses. Our starting point is to write ρ following the ideas of 2-scale methods [All92, TTDDB12] . I.e., we consider the setting where the charge density varies over 2 different lengthscales. There is a rapid almost-periodic variation of charge density at the lengthscale of the atomic unit cell (denoted l). In addition, there is a much slower variation over the characteristic continuum length-scale denoted L. In the language of 2-scale methods, we can write the charge density field as ρ(x, y) with y := x/l and ρ periodic (with period of order one) in the second argument. A heuristic picture is that x specifies the location of the material point, and y specifies the location within the material point (Fig. 1) .
The electrostatic field energy can be written:
We wish to examine the limit of the energy in the following setting. We introduce a lengthscale that, roughly speaking, denotes the size of the continuum material point. The limit of interest is then l/ → 0 and /L → 0, or l L. Essentially, the physical interpretation of this limit is that the atomic unit cell is much smaller than a material point, and a material point is much smaller than the lengthscale over which continuum fields vary.
We can now rewrite E as
The notation B (x) denotes a ball of radius centered at x. We note that (ly) ∈ B (x) implies y ∈ B /l (x).
We break up E into 2 parts: a local term when x = x , and a nonlocal term when x = x :
In the limit that we will take, the nonlocal term represents the interactions between charges that are located at different material points x, x , while the local term represents interactions between charges at the same material point.
We introduce some notation for what follows. We denote by the rescaled atomic unit cell with characteristic dimension and volume of order 1. The atomic unit cell with characteristic dimensions l is denoted by l . We also use i and l i to denote the i-th atomic unit cell in a lattice.
The Local Contribution of the Electrostatic Energy
For a fixed x, the charge ρ(x, y) is periodic in the second argument over . Therefore, we begin by rewriting the local term in (3.3) in terms of integrals over i :
The periodicity, and the fact that /l → ∞, together imply that every term in the sum relating the interaction between cells i and i can be mapped to an interaction between cells 0 and some i . Therefore, the local term can now be written
The factor ( /l) 3 is the number of terms in the sum that are replaced, obtained from dividing the volume of the ball of radius /l by the volume of .
This has the form of a Riemann sum: with L, the term 3 is the volume measure.
The term in the brackets is the integrand and must be well-behaved, i.e. neither blow up nor go to 0, in the limit l . The natural scaling is that the charge density must scale as ρ(x, y) =ρ(X, y)/l whereρ is the charge density on the rescaled unit cell with characteristic dimension 1, and lX = x. Note thatρ has dimensions of charge per unit area. While this choice of scaling may appear arbitrary, we note that it can be recognized as the classical dipole scaling from elementary electrostatics. That is, in constructing the notion of a point dipole, one starts with charges that are separated by a finite distance and then takes the limit of the charges approaching each other. However, this limit leads to a finite dipole moment only when the charge magnitude is assumed to scale inversely with separation, thereby leaving the product of charge and separation distance finite. It is precisely this scaling which is required here for a finite local electrostatic energy. In our setting, if, for example, we assumed a fixed charge density and allowed the lattice spacing to go to 0, charge neutrality would give us vanishing energy. Using the charge scaling described above enables us to map the calculation of the integrand to a unit domain and gives the final form:
The energy in this form can be readily absorbed into standard energy densities that arise from applying the CB theorem to short-range interactions. This term has a number of different names: the Madelung energy in ionic solids [KM96] , the Lorentz local field, the weak-short contribution [JM94] .
As an example, we replace the charge density with a set of Dirac masses representing point charges. The charge density in the unit cell isρ(X, y) = y∈ 0 Q s δ ys (y) and extended periodically. The local energy has the form:
where p(x) := y∈ 0 Q s yδ ys (y) is the polarization of the unit cell.
The quantities S, S are defined as:
In the specific case that we have only 2 point charges in a unit cell, S vanishes and the local energy can be written in terms of p exclusively. The dipole kernel K is defined in (3.10).
An important point above is the presence of the limit in the definitions of S and S. As noted previously, the full sums used above are conditionally convergent. The use of a limit is equivalent to enforcing a particular order of summation; in this case, it corresponds to using "neutral spheres" using the terminology of Ewald summation. Physically, it enforces that the far-field boundary conditions are set to 0. The local contribution then is simply the energy of a uniform lattice of charges with vanishing far-field electric field; the lattice is uniform because the entire lattice is located at a single material point. In general, there can be a non-vanishing far-field electric field due to the other material points and continuum-scale boundary conditions, and this is introduced through the non-local contribution in the next section.
Nonlocal Contribution of the Electrostatic Energy
We now focus on the nonlocal term in (3.3), i.e., the interactions between charges at different material points. This contribution provides an energy that is very different from the standard local continuum energies. In particular, those energies are developed from the CB theorem that in the limit does not have any direct atomic interactions between different material points. Here, we have a clear nonlocal character to the energy.
We first introduce some notation regarding the multipole expansion. Consider the electrostatic interaction for charges located at x + ly and x + ly :
The operator K is the dipole kernel.
In the nonlocal term in (3.3), in anticipation of using the periodicity of ρ(x, y) in y when x is held fixed, we reduce the integrations to unit cells :
Assuming a separation of scales, i.e. L, the periodicity of ρ implies that the interaction between charges contained in B /l (x) and B /l (x ) can be replaced by interactions between charges in unit cells at x and x , and then multiplying by the number of unit cells in B /l (x) and B /l (x ).
Canceling the factors of l and using the notion of Riemann sums as above with 3 as the volume measure, we can write this as a double integral:
As in the local contribution, we require the integrand in brackets above to be well-defined when l → 0.
Recall the dipole scaling ρ =ρ/l: the integrand is therefore well-behaved if 1 |x+ly−x −ly | scales as l 2 .
We substitute the multipole expansion from (3.10) and notice immediately that the first term scales independently of l and the second term scales linearly in l. These would then potentially cause the integrand to diverge as l → 0. However, we recall that each unit cell is charge-neutral, i.e. ρ(x, y) dV y = 0. This causes both the first and second terms in the multipole expansion to vanish. Physically, this means that the energy is unbounded if every unit cell is not charge-neutral, e.g. recalling the example in Section 3.1.
Next, we consider the term 1 2 l 2 K : (y − y ) ⊗ (y − y ). The terms containing y ⊗ y and y ⊗ y vanish from charge neutrality. The only remaining terms can be readily written as:
where the terms containing y ⊗ y and y ⊗ y have been combined using symmetry.
Consider finally the terms denoted O(l 3 ). These will all go to 0 as l → 0. Physically, these terms represent the contributions from quadrupole and higher-order moments of the charge distribution, i.e.
ρ(x, y)y ⊗ y dV y and higher-order. We see that these terms vanish identically in the limit. Therefore, terms of higher-order than dipole do not appear in the nonlocal part of the continuum energy, recalling the example in Section 3.1. In general, all short-range forces -i.e. those that decay faster than dipolar interactions -do not contribute to the nonlocal term in the limit [FJ00, BLBL02] .
Finally, a long but straightforward calculation using the divergence theorem and integration-by-parts gives
where G is the standard electrostatics Greens function and K := ∇ 2 G from (3.10). Note that the condition x = x has not been written for brevity. An important conclusion from the above formula is that − div p is equivalent to a bulk charge density (the so-called "bound bulk charge density") and that p · n is equivalent to a surface charge density (the so-called "bound surface charge density"). In that perspective, the formula above simply gives the energy of this composite charge distribution using the usual Green's function relation between charge density and energy. When p is discontinuous along interior surfaces, this formula gives bound surface charges along these surfaces.
While we have derived the equivalent bound charges using standard integration formulas after taking the limit of the Riemann sum, it is straightforward to derive these directly. Essentially, we manipulate the Riemann sum using the standard approach in the Riemann sum proof of the divergence theorem (e.g., [Tan07] ). In the interior, we find div p appearing and the boundaries of the infinitesimal element canceling with it's neighbors. On the boundary of ∂Ω, there is no cancellation leading to the contribution −p · n.
Boundary Contributions due to Partial Unit Cells
We consider now the role of boundaries. As we have mentioned above and will discuss below in detail, the value of the polarization depends on the chosen unit cell. Boundary contributions are essential to ensure that the coarse-grained electric fields and other quantities do not depend on the arbitrary choice of unit cell. There are two contributions: first, due to polarization terminations −p · n, and second, surface charges due to partial unit cells on the surface that are not charge-neutral. The polarization terminations have already been accounted for as shown in (3.15). In this section, we consider the case of the surface charges due to partial non-charge-neutral unit cells.
For simplicity, we do not compute the total energy which will have straightforward but tedious crossterms between interior bound charges (due to div p) and surface charges as can be seen (3.15). Instead, we compute the electric potential field due to the surface charges where the calculations are more transparent. In a formal setting, one can readily go between these calculations.
Consider a point x ∈ ∂Ω. At a point x = x, the electric potential due to the charges at x is given by:
Here D (x) is a 2D disk of radius located at x. Therefore, D (x) × ln denotes a squat cylinder of height Cl oriented with axis n and cross section D (x). The vector n is the unit outward normal to Ω. It is implicit in the above formula that we are considering charges only in the partial unit cells.
We assume that the surface is a rational plane (see Appendix A for the definition). The integration above in the directions along the surface (i.e., normal to n) can then be reduced to an integration over a single unit cell because of periodicity in those directions 1 . The integration in the direction along n reduces simply to the partial unit cells on the boundary and is therefore independent of Cl. Following the ideas above for the volume contributions, we can then rewrite this as an integral over a unit cell by putting in the appropriate factor for the number of unit cells in the disk:
where we have used the notation for partial non-neutral unit cells.
Therefore, we require that only the term independent of l from (3.10) appear above. Upon taking the Riemann sum and defining the surface charge density σ(x), this gives the expected and simple result:
While we have assumed for simplicity that x = x , considering the case x = x and examining the energy would give us a local contribution analogous to that in the case of the bulk.
Role of Boundaries in Compensating for the Non-uniqueness of Polarization
It is well-known, e.g. [RV07] , that the value of p in a periodic solid depends on the choice of unit cell. This would appear to be a fatal difficulty in using p as a multiscale mediator between the atomic-scalevariation of ρ and continuum-scale quantities. In the materials physics community, quantum mechanical notions are invoked to obtain a unique choice of polarization for a given periodic charge distribution [RV07] . However, from the perspective of the calculations above, we are simply coarse-graining classical electrostatic interactions and there is no reason for quantum mechanics to play any role. As we describe in this section, the difficulties noticed by [RV07] are entirely due to their starting-point of an infinite periodic solid. This makes the notion of boundaries ill-defined. If instead we begin from a finite solid and take the limit of lattice spacing being much smaller than the size of the body (the large-body limit), we see that the surface charges on the boundaries play a critical role. In short, while the polarization is itself not uniquely-defined, the electrostatic energy that comes from accounting for both the polarization and the surface charge is a unique quantity. While changing the unit cell changes the value of the polarization density, it also changes the boundary charge in the partial unit cells. These compensate to give the same value for the electrostatic energy.
One-Dimensional Illustrative Example
Consider a finite body Ω = (−L, L) × (−1, 1) × (−1, 1) with a one-dimensional charge distribution ρ(x) = ρ 0 sin(2π (Fig. 3) . We assume that L is an integer multiple of l, i.e. nl = L. Guided by the multipole expansion, we compute the dipole moment as the leading contributor to the behavior of the bar without using the fact that the charge distribution is in fact periodic in Ω. We then compare this to the result obtained by using polarization density field that is defined on the unit cell. ). This is a classic example showing that p depends on the chosen unit cell, here parametrized by a [RV07] . From (3.15) and the associated discussion, we have no bulk charge because p is identical in each unit cell, but there is a surface charge density given by −p · n. Therefore, there is a total charge of . Note that we have errors up to order l because the charges due to the polarization terminating on the surface are separated by L − l; however, the key point is that in the limit of l L, we recover the dipole P .
The General Case
The key lesson from the example above is that it is critical to account for the charge in the partial unit cells on the boundary. This ensures that the coarse-graining that exploits the polarization as a multiscale mediator does not depend on the choice of unit cell. We now examine this in the 3D setting. We now consider the unit cells adjacent to Ω # . Our goal is to modify these unit cells in various ways, and show that the resulting changes in surface charge and polarization density balance each other.
An important element of our strategy is to transform the given unit cell to a unit cell that has a face parallel to the surface under consideration. Appendix A shows that a unit cell with this property can always be found when the surface is rational. As in Section 3.3.3, we restrict attention to rational surfaces.
For this special choice of unit cell, we now consider the changes in surface charge and polarization density for various operations. We use the notation that the lattice vectors tangential to the surface are h 2 and h 3 . We note that the volume of the unit cell can be written h 2 × h 3 · h 1 = |h 2 × h 3 |n · h 1 .
First, consider translations of the unit cell as shown in Fig. 5 .
Consider Fig. 5a . A translation along h 1 causes an increase in the uncompensated surface charge area density ∆σ = 1 |h 2 ×h 3 | 1 ρ in the partial unit cells. The increase in the polarization density in the trans-lated unit cell is ∆p = 1 |h 2 ×h 3 |n·h 1 2 ρy − 1 ρy . From the periodicity of the charge distribution ρ(y + h 1 ) = ρ(y), we have ∆p = 1 |h 2 ×h 3 |n·h 1 h 1 2 ρ. Therefore ∆p · n = ∆σ.
Consider Fig. 5b . A translation along either h 2 or h 3 causes no change in σ. The change in polarization is 1 |h 2 ×h 3 |n·h 1 h 2 2 ρ. Therefore ∆p · n = 0.
In general, one can have a translation along any direction. Such a translation can be decomposed into components along the lattice directions and the calculations above applied in succession to each direction. From reasoning following very closely the previous case of translations of the unit cell, we find that the relation ∆p · n = ∆σ holds here too.
Third, consider changes in the unit cell due to remapping of the lattice vectors as shown in Fig. 7 .
As noted in Appendix A, the relation between {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 } and {h 1 , h 2 , h 3 } must be of the form: f i = j µ j i h j with µ j i a matrix of integers with determinant ±1. An example of such a remapping is in Fig.  7a .
As shown in the example in Fig. 6bcde , regions of the original unit cell are mapped to the new unit cell. For instance, 1a maps to 1b , 2a maps to 2b , and 3a maps to 3b . Each of these regions is translated by an integer linear combination of {h 1 , h 2 , h 3 }; however, each region may have a different integer combination translation. In addition, the uncompensated unit cell on the boundary also increases in extent (Fig. 6f) . As above, for a periodic charge distribution, when a charged region is translated by an integer multiple of a lattice vector, the consequent change in polarization is simply the total charge in the region times the translation distance. Therefore ∆p = In the general case of modifying a given unit cell to another shape by any combination of the mechanisms studied above, we can conceptually consider mapping the given unit cell to the special unit cell with a surface-parallel face, conducting the modifications with the special unit cell, and then mapping to the desired final unit cell. Of course, in practice none of this need be done; as long as we are assured that changes in the unit cell are compensated by boundary charges appropriately, we can directly modify the unit cell as desired.
In the interior of the body, div p changes by O(l) when the unit cell is changed. This follows directly from the definition of p in (3.14) and the chain rule, using the fact that X/l = x. Therefore, the bound bulk charge density is the same in the limit of l/L 1.
We note potential connections to ideas of Null-Lagrangians in the issue of a unique definition of the polarization [Eri62] . Essentially, one can have different expressions for the free-energies, but these lead to the same Euler-Lagrange equation but with different boundary conditions. Similarly, different choices for the unit cell leave the bulk electrostatics unchanged, because the change in the bulk polarization is compensated by the boundary contributions.
Numerical Implementation
Our numerical implementation for the short-range interactions follows closely the standard QC, e.g. [TSBK99] . In standard QC, there are two essential steps: first, a reduction of degrees of freedom by interpolation, typically using linear shape functions inspired by finite elements, with atomic resolution in critical regions and coarse-grained elsewhere (Figs. 8, 9) ; and second, a fast estimation of the energy (or derivative of the energy with respect to the retained degrees of freedom) using Cauchy-Born sampling. Among the many variants of QC, we use the local QC for multi-lattices, following [TSBK99] . Local QC refers to the use of sampling everywhere in the specimen, not only in the coarse-grained region but also in regions with atomic resolution in the interpolation.
Dielectrics require a multi-lattice description because a dielectric response requires at least two charges in the unit cell that move independently to change the polarization in response to electromechanical fields. Essentially, the multi-lattice description uses F to track the deformation of the unit cell, and a set of vector-valued fields ζ s that track the position of individual species s within the unit cell. We use linear interpolation for the coarse-grained displacement field u implying that F is constant in a given element. To be consistent with this spatial variation of F , we use the same "constant in each element" interpolation for ζ s . If the element were of infinite extent, this choice of interpolation would ensure that the energy density converges to the standard Cauchy-Born theorem. In the local QC approximation, we estimate the energy of a given element by finding the energy density of atomic unit cells at the selected quadrature / sampling points and multiply by the appropriate weight.
This interpolation of the kinematic variables F , ζ s implies that the polarization p is also constant in a given element. Therefore, in terms of effective bound charges, we have no bound bulk charges (div p = 0), and we have surface charge density (p 1 − p 2 ) · n at the element faces. In the coarse-grained local QC approximation, the evaluation of electrostatic fields consists simply of finding the fields set up by the charge distributions. One element of electrostatics is that the electric potential and field are naturally posed in the current configuration. Therefore, for numerical updates, we compute the electrostatic fields in the current and then pull back to the reference using standard electromechanical transformations [XB08] . We assume in the remainder of the paper that we are dealing with point charges that can move around, but do not change their charge.
Energy Minimization through Gradient Descent
Our interest is in finding energy minimizers to the coarse-grained problem. Under the local QC approximation, the coarse-grained problem can be written as the standard continuum energy for electromechanical solids [SB01, XB08] :
The nonlocal expression in (3.15) can be transformed to the form above by first noting that the right side of (3.15) is entirely in terms of the electrostatic Greens function G. Therefore, the electrostatic field φ can be defined as the solution of the electrostatic equation with charges given by − div p and p · n. The energy density is then simply | grad x φ| 2 . The surface charges due to p · n as well as due to incomplete unit cells appear in the boundary conditions for the electrostatic equation. The local contribution of the electrostatic energy has been absorbed into the short-range term. Note that the non-local energy integral is posed in the current configuration.
We use a gradient-flow evolution to find the (local) minimizers following [XB08, ZB05] . The independent variables that remain are u and ζ s . The polarization is completely defined in terms of unit cell geometry u and intra-cell positions of the charges ζ s , in turn defining the electrostatic potential φ through the electrostatic Poisson equation. Therefore, taking variations:
Additionally, the variation in the electric field is grad x φ → grad x φ + η grad x ψ but this variation is constrained to variations in p → p + ηq by the Poisson equation, i.e. div x grad x ψ = div x q.
The definition of gradient flow results in the following statement:
The nonlocal integral over R 3 can be transformed by multiplying div x grad x ψ = div x q by φ and integrating over R 3 . Using integration by parts on the left side and then pulling it back to the reference gives:
where J is the Jacobian of the deformation. This is substituted for the nonlocal integral in (4.3) to get:
We now examine the relation between q and the variations v and θ. The polarization density p is defined by
Note that ζ s is the position of species s in the reference configuration, while p is the polarization density in the current configuration. Similarly, V 0 is the volume of the unit cell in reference configuration. Hence, both V 0 and ζ s are pushed forward to the current.
Taking the variation of p
where
after ignoring terms of order higher than linear in η. Using this expression for q, we obtain the following expression for Ω 0 grad x φ · qJ dV x 0 after using integration-by-parts and the divergence theorem:
Defining A s := grad x φζ s − grad x φ · F ζ s F −T , collecting terms in (4.9, 4.5) and localizing using the arbitrariness of the variations gives us the compact form:
with the boundary term:
These equations provide the gradient descent equations for the fields u and ζ s . The equation for u involves a standard mechanical stress as well as a so-called Maxwell or electromechanical stress. The equation for ζ s is a local equation (i.e., not a PDE), but is coupled through W and the electric field to the nonlocal electrostatics and the PDE for momentum balance.
Electromechanical Transformations to the Reference Configuration
For simplicity, we solve the electrostatic Poisson equation in the current configuration for the electric potential φ(x) and compute the electric field grad x φ(x) and rewrite x = x(x 0 ) from the deformation map. In our setting, the energy (both short-and long-range) and electric fields are based entirely on the atomic position in the current configuration. Therefore, in common with much of continuum mechanics, the reference configuration can be considered simply a change of variables for bookkeeping convenience. It follows that the definition of electrical quantities in the reference configuration are not essential. This can also be readily observed from (4.9); the physical quantity of interest there is grad x φ(x), and while it is certainly possible to define the electric field in the reference, it is not physically important.
This has led to a number of different proposals for referential electrical quantities in the literature. For instance, our (4.6) suggests that the reference polarization p 0 (x 0 ) is given by p(x(x 0 )) = det(F ) −1 F p 0 (x 0 ), i.e. the polarization transforms as material line elements that carry charges but with an additional factor accounting for volume changes.
In [XB08] , they assume instead p(x(x 0 )) = det(F ) −1 p 0 (x 0 ), and further assume that the reference electrostatic potential φ 0 (x 0 ) = φ(x(x 0 )); this gives them that the electric field transforms as line elements using the identity grad x = F −T grad x 0 . This is consistent with the differential geometric notion of the electric field as a 1-form, i.e. it is a quantity that is integrated along lines.
In [PCS12] , following [DO05] , they use yet another transformation; they work with electric displacement D and electric field E as primary variables rather than polarization. These variables are motivated by the fact that the continuum problem posed in polarization and electric potential leads to a saddle-point variational problem, whereas the minimization structure is preserved in D and E. The electrostatic equations in these variables are div D = 0 and curl E = 0. For E, these imply it should transform as a material line element and matches with [XB08] as well as the differential geometric notion of the electric field as a 1-form. For D however, these imply a transformation D = det(F ) −1 F −T D 0 following the differential geometric notion of the electric displacement as a 2-form, i.e. a quantity that is integrated over surfaces; this is obviously identical to the standard stress transformation. This differential geometric notion is also implicitly exploited in Section 4 of [KS08] in finding the appropriate averaging for the different field quantities. An essential practical advantage of this transformation that is exploited by [PCS12] in their homogenization analysis is that the equations retain their structure in the reference configuration, i.e. div x 0 D 0 = 0 and curl x 0 E 0 = 0.
While the transformations proposed by these other workers are physically appealing for the reasons mentioned above, the transformation implied by the microscopic model of the polarization is also physically motivated. These different transformations are not consistent with preserving the relation D = 0 E + p between corresponding quantities in the reference.
Local Quasicontinuum for Multi-lattices with Short-Range Interactions
We use standard finite element linear shape functions, N a defined at the nodes a to approximate the displacements u of the lattice vectors:
where u a are the nodal displacements. Defining B as the Piola-Maxwell stress tensor,
we can write (4.10) as 0 = div x 0 B. Standard nonlinear finite element methods can now be used; the key difference is that we need to compute the electromechanical contribution to the stress at every iteration.
At the same time, we also iterate with respect to ζ s noting that our interpolation for these variables is piecewise constant, i.e. constant in a given element.
There are two short-range calculations: first, the Piola-Maxwell stress tensor, and second, the minimization over ζ s . Following the complex local QC method [TSBK99] , the deformation gradient and ζ s are related to the atomic displacements through the Cauchy-Born rule. We assume that the energy of each element can be approximated by assuming a homogeneous deformation of the crystal through the deformation gradient. Given an interatomic potential U , we use 
Coarse-graining of the Long-Range Electrostatic Interactions
The energy minimization calculation in (4.10) requires the electric field for a given distribution of charge, or equivalently for a given p. As noted above, we have a constant F and ζ s field in each element, i.e. they are discontinuous only along element boundaries. Consequently, p as defined in (4.6) is also constant in each element and discontinuous along the element boundaries. These discontinuities in polarization result in surface charge densities (p 1 − p 2 ) · n. We compute the fields due to these relatively simple charge distributions using direct Greens function integrations. ionic charges fixed. We explore the effect of the latter by scaling the electrostatic interactions. This enables us to test a class of materials that range from non-ionic to ionic.
We consider a specimen with the spontaneous polarization oriented tangential to the surface. A single point charge is placed near the surface. In all of these examples, atomic resolution is used in regions of interest -particularly beneath the external charges -while coarser resolution is provided everywhere else. A fine mesh is introduced near the point charge with coarsening throughout the rest of the body. Fig. 8 shows the full mesh, while Fig. 9 shows the zoomed in atomistically resolved portion of the mesh with all atoms plotted in the current configuration. The black atoms are nodes while the green atoms are constrained by the interpolation.
We conduct three calculations with the electrostatic interactions scaled by factors of 1, 2, 4 respectively, while holding the charge location and strength fixed. For the given charge strength, a scaling by 1 produces a surface distortion near the point charge, while the scaling by 2 and 4 produce nucleation-like events 2 . Fig. 10 shows the stress and polarization fields near the point charge for electrostatic scaling of 1. Similarly, Fig. 11 shows the stress and polarization for the electrostatic scaling of 4. we use precisely our approach except that the electric fields are computed in the reference as in linearized electromechanics. The resulting stress field still shows the double-lobe structure, though with a slightly reduced magnitude (Fig. 18) . Second, we examine the geometric linearization of the strains; Fig.  19 shows a plot of the normalized difference between the non-linear and linearized 22 strain measures which are far too small to be the cause. Third, we test against a fully atomic level description without any coarse-graining. While the system size is small due to computational limitations of the electrostatics, we see a 2-lobe structure Fig 20. Algorithmic reasons prevent us from computing the stress and deformation gradient in the fully-atomic setting, so we instead examine the change in energy of each atom from the perfect crystal. While qualitative, this calculation supports the view that the double-lobe structure is an atomic effect that we are able to capture despite the local QC approximation.
Regarding the lack of agreement with continuum phase-field, we conjecture that this may simply be due to the gradient penalty preventing the development of fine-scale features such as the double-lobe. Our approach can be viewed as a phase-field method with no gradient penalty. In typical phase-field modeling, the gradient penalty is taken to significantly larger than justified by domain wall widths, because the goal there is to predict microstructure and not defect structure. This may cause fine-scale features such as the double-lobe to be washed out. Of course, it is also debatable whether our fully local QC model is appropriate to model such fine-scale features.
Finally, we examine the effect of a mechanical indenter that is pressed into the surface. Plots of the stress and polarization are in Fig. 21 . These are largely as expected.
We note that in these calculations, the electrostatics appears to induce a lengthscale. However, neither classical electrostatics not the local QC -which is essentially classical continuum mechanics with an atomically-informed constitutive model -has an intrinsic lengthscale. The induced lengthscale from the electrostatics is nonlocal though problem-dependent, i.e. it depends on sample size, boundary conditions, and so on.
Discussion
We have presented a multiscale atomistic method for ionic solids and other materials where electrostatic interactions are long-range. Our approach is based on using the polarization field as a multiscale mediator between atomic-level rapidly-varying charge distributions and the continuum scale electrical quantities. Our coarse-graining strategy relies on ideas developed by [JM94] and others that followed them [SS09, XB08, PB] . The method that we have presented enables QC and other multiscale methods to go beyond purely short-range interactions, that are characteristic of many structural materials, to functional and electronic materials of interest today.
The method presented here is a first attempt towards the goal of understanding the multiscale electromechanics of defects in ionic solids. Consequently, there remain many important open questions.
1. The presentation here is based on energy minimization which implies zero temperature; recent methods based on extending this to finite temperature in the setting of short-range interactions can perhaps be adapted to our setting [KKO08] . An alternate approach is [TWSK02] , where the powerful method of Effective Hamiltonians has been applied to study the finite temperature behavior of ferroelectrics in the local QC setting.
2. We have started from an atomic viewpoint in this paper whereas QC methods have been demonstrated for the orbital-free density functional theory -a version of (ground state) density functional theory that is restricted to metals with mobile electrons. However, variants of density functional theory have difficulty with charged defects as rigorously demonstrated in [CE11] . In addition, density functional theory has important qualitative failings in computing bandgaps, van der Waals interactions, and so forth [KM12] . Therefore, it appears to be more useful to begin from the atomic level with well-calibrated and trustworthy potentials.
3. We have worked within the local QC setting which can alternately be considered a standard finite element approach with the constitutive relation being drawn from atomistics rather than a prescribed function. An important further step is to couple the coarse-grained model with a region with truly atomic resolution in the vicinity of the defect. In this regard, the key coarse-graining ideas presented here carry through to that setting. This open question is an area of our current research and we expect to report on this in the near future.
4. Our use of linear interpolation restricts us from capturing potentially important effects based on strain gradients, in particular the phenomenon of flexoelectricity that can be relevant at small scales [MSC08] . However, this phenomenon is relevant at large strain gradients that typically can only occur in localized regions of the sample. Therefore, a QC method that fully resolves the defect region can potentially capture this phenomenon even with linear interpolations.
5. Our coarse-graining of the electrostatics in this paper assumed complete separation of scales. However, for a real calculation, this will naturally not be true. It is therefore important to study and quantify the errors when the separation of scales is large but not complete. This will enable the construction of an algorithm with controlled error tolerance. Directly related to this is the derivation of a rigorous limit as opposed to the formal presentation in this paper. These related open questions are an area of our current research, following techniques in [SS09] .
The example that we have studied of the double-lobe structure beneath a point charge provides an important motivation for the further development of our method. Atomic-scale features such as the double-lobe are of importance to phenomena such as domain nucleation and cannot be captured by continuum models. On the other hand, the limited size of our admittedly-unoptimized brute force atomic calculation shows the need for coarse-graining efforts.
Finally, we have examined the issue of whether polarization is unique. As noted above, evaluating the classical definition of polarization provides a unit cell-dependent quantity. This is obviously a potential disaster for a coarse-graining scheme based on the polarization field. The materials physics orthodoxy appeals to quantum mechanical concepts to fix a unique value of the polarization [RV07] . Continuum mechanicians have used variational notions to achieve similar ends [PB] . The view that we have taken in this paper is that there is simply no need to have a unique value for the polarization. When partial unit cells that provide boundary charges are accounted for consistently, the coarse-grained electric fields and other relevant quantities are independent of the choice of unit cell; the polarization is merely a multiscale intermediary. In continuum theories of electromechanical solids, e.g. [XB08, SB01] , the polarization appears in the standard local free energy density, not only in the electrostatics. In the local free energy density, the polarization can be considered as a quantity that tracks the atomic positions rather than relevant to electrostatics. In that perspective, the specific choice of unit cell is irrelevant. Broadly, the view advocated in this paper is in the spirit of classical continuum mechanics: the polarization field simply provides some information about the atomic-level, and one can take any choice as long as consistent transformations between energy, kinematics, and boundaries are respected. The immediate analog in continuum mechanics is the freedom in the choice of reference configuration and the corresponding value of the deformation field and strain energy density response function as long as care is taken to define suitable transformations between different choices.
solutions m, n to the equation am + bn = gcd(a, b) where a, b are given integers. While the algorithm is constructive and ensures existence of solutions, it does not provide explicit forms for the solutions.
Therefore, there exists g 1 = N 1 f 1 + N 2 f 2 + N 3 f 3 where N 1 , N 2 are obtained from the algorithm above and N 3 can be arbitrary. Figure 21: Stress and polarization due to mechanical indentation with no applied electric field.
